
PreK   Social/Emotional   Activities  
Dealing   with   Disappointment/Frustration/Anger  

Part   1  
 

While   these   three   emotions   create   different   moods   within   us,   young  
children   may   have   similar   reactions   to   feeling   any   of   these   emotions,  
ranging   from   tears   and   withdrawal,   to   tantrums   and   aggression.    These  
emotions   can   be   prompted   by   almost   anything   (from   wanting   something   -  
toy,   food,   attention,   caregiver,   etc.,   to   attempting   to   avoid   something   -  
bedtime,   bathroom,   buckling   into   a   car   seat,   transition   to   another   activity,  
an   unwanted   task,   etc.).    Helping   your   child   identify   these   emotions,   and  
practice   strategies   for   managing   those   emotions   will   help   your   child   deal  
with   life’s   ups   and   downs   in   healthy   ways.  
 
Our   story   for   the   week:  
 

Mouse   Was   Mad    by   Linda   Urban,   Harcourt   Children’s   Books.  
Mouse   travels   through   the   forest   searching   for   the   perfect   way   to   show   that  
he   is   feeling   mad.   Mouse   tries   different   ways   to   express   how   mad   he   is.    All  
are   unsuccessful,   and   he   becomes   more   and   more   upset.    Finally,   he  
discovers   his   very   own   way   to   be   mad.   This   book   provides   a   great  
opportunity   to   talk   about   feeling   mad   and   how   we   appropriately   express  
that   feeling.   
 
Linda   Urban   reads   her   story   to   us:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdajTCRw8Ao  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdajTCRw8Ao


Some   activities   to   support   your   child   in   developing   strategies   for   identifying  
and   managing   disappointment,   frustration   and   anger   in   themselves   and  
others….  

 
 

Continue   to   work   on    naming   emotions    using   the   Feeling   Faces  
from   last   week’s   activities.    This   week,   add   mad   and   frustrated   to   your   deck  
of   cards.    You   will   need   to   create   two   face   cards   for   “disappointed”   (sorry!).  
You   can   repeat   favorite   activities   from   last   week,   while   focusing   on   these  
new   emotions.  
 
 

“Guess   the   Way   I   Feel”    Story   Game  
Place   Feeling   Faces   cards   face   down   in   a   pile.   Choose   a   card   but   don’t   tell  
your   child   which   one   you   have   chosen.   Tell   a   short   story   about   a   time   you  
felt   this   emotion   and   see   if   your   child   can   guess   which   emotion   card   you  
chose .     Have   your   child   share   a   time   when   they   felt   that   emotion.   
 
 
-Here   is   the   link   for   the   Feeling   Faces:       www.csefel.uiuc.edu  
 
 

Review   the   part   of   the   story   where   Mouse   falls   into   a  
mucky   mud   puddle   every   time   he   tries   to   follow   the   other   animal’s   advice  
on   how   to   be   mad.   Ask   your   child   how   they   would   feel   if   they   fell   into   a   big  
mud   puddle.   Make   their   own   “mucky   mud   puddle”    finger   painting s,   using  
chocolate   pudding   (finger   paint   will   work,   too).    While   painting,   you/your  
child   can   draw   different   feeling   faces   in   the   “mucky   mud   puddle”.    Then,  
guess   the   emotion!    And,   when   finished,   licking   fingers   will   hopefully   bring   a  
happy   smile   to   your   child’s   face!  

https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/docs/ttyc/TTYC_C_FeelingFaces_Colored.pdf


Act   out   the   story    with   your   family.   Each   family   member   can  
pretend   that   they   are   either   Mouse   or   one   of   the   other   animals   in   the   forest.  
Talk   about   how   the   other   animals   in    Mouse   Was   Mad    tried   to   tell   Mouse  
what   he   was   doing   wrong   when   he   stomped,   hopped,   rolled   and   screamed.  
Ask   your   child   what   he/she   would   do   if   they   saw   that   a   friend   was   mad.  
Would   it   be   a   good   idea   to   tell   the   friend   what   they   were   doing   was   wrong?  
Or,   would   it   be   better   to   help   him   calm   down   and   think   of   a   good   solution?  
Your   child   can   practice   being   Mouse   or   the   other   animals,   but   instead   of  
trying   to   tell   Mouse   what   he   is   doing   wrong,   help   Mouse   think   of   a   solution.  
You   might   like   to   add   additional   animals   to   the   story,   who   could   also   help  
Mouse   think   of   solutions.  
 
 

Breathe   Like   a   Bear:   30   Mindful   Moments   for   Kids   to   Feel   Calm  
and   Focused   Anytime,   Anywhere ,   by   Kira   Willey   (trailer   only).   This   book  
includes   30   short   exercises   to    help   children   learn   to   self   regulate    their  
bodies,   breathing   and   emotions.    This   trailer   shares   a   few   of   the   strategies  
included   in   the   book   for   you   to   try   with   your   child.    Your   child   will   be   most  
successful   with   one   of   these   strategies   if   it   has   been   practiced   by   you   and  
your   child   (or   the   whole   family)   over   time.    When   your   child   is  
demonstrating   frustration,   disappointment   or   anger,   prompt   your   child   to  
use   the   strategy   you   have   been   practicing   to   calm/refocus   his/her   body.  
Your   child   is   reminded   to   use   the   strategy   when   their   behavior   
Book   Trailer   "Breathe   like   a   Bear"   by   Kira   Willey  
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pqd2lmJv_4Q


Additional   Resources    for   supporting   your   child….  
 
Backpack   Connection:    How   to   Help   Your   Child   Recognize   and   Understand  
Anger  
https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/docs/backpack/BackpackConnecti 
on_emotions_anger.pdf  
 
Help   Us   Stay   Calm:    Strategies   that   help   you   and   your   child   during  
challenging   behaviors   (printable   poster)  
https://challengingbehavior.cbcs.usf.edu/docs/Stay-Calm_Infographic.pdf  
 
 
 

Many   thanks   to   Linda   Urban,   YouTube,    challenging   behaviors.org ,  
and   MAUSD   PreK   Feelings   Unit   for   ideas   shared.  
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